Sage ERP X3
for NGO’s

Sage ERP X3,
clear cut benefits for your Non-Government Organizations
Sage ERP X3 is an integrated management solution that drives performance and will
rise to the challenges facing your NGO by:
„

Helping control the effects of globalization related to international development, new business development, or
changes in your management ecosystem

„

Running all of your company's activities on one system and improving the efficiency of your
processes

„

Making internal and external collaboration easier by increasing your ability to respond and
anticipate

„

Improving stakeholder reporting and satisfaction

„

Guaranteeing a quick return on investment and controlling operating costs

With a network of 220 resellers and operations in over 55 countries,
Sage ERP X3 has already gained over 3,300 customers and has over
180,000 users.
Delivering Value with Predictable Results:
Agility and visibility
Collaborative work and smooth operations
Productive management of activity and operational excellence
Reduced costs and turnaround time
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Drive your NGO with Sage ERP X3
Sage ERP X3 is the right ERP solution for Non-Government Organizations with 50 to 5,000 employees that receive grants or
awards and donations and who are involved with distribution, volunteering, research, development or relief.

Three reasons to invest:
1.

Focus on productivity: managing increasingly complex processes, constant
pressure on time and costs

2.

Increasing need for visibility, flexibility and collaboration: adjusting to a
fluctuating demand, managing relationships and not just transactions, need to
improve project delivery

3.

Increasing need for global management: cost reduction and expansion,
gaining access to material and labor, increased complexity and compliance
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Sage ERP X3,
a user oriented and
cost-effective solution
Sage ERP X3 is intuitive and user friendly thanks to its
many built-in graphical components. The Sage Visual
Processes editor is easy for users to get to learn and adapt
thanks to its detailed and ready-to-use job sequences.
Sage ERP X3 can be adapted to suit your needs and your
development as it can be deployed gradually and
progressively. As it is easy to learn, training and change
management time is reduced and its wide range of preconfigurations will also save time during set up.
Thanks to its quick implementation and low Total cost of
ownership (TCO), Sage ERP X3 provides a much quicker
return on investment.
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A management solution designed
with the user in mind:
„

Navigation made easier by interactive
graphical processes

„

Portals designed for specific roles with
advanced performance indicators

„

Full integration of office tools

„

Powerful customization tools for more
flexibility

A management solution centred
on the Web:
„

A solution that can be accessed in real time
with a simple internet browser, internally
and externally

„

A dynamic, intuitive web 2.0 portal that
provides easy access to ERP and external
application data

„

A solution that makes it easy to integrate
your branches and remote field offices as
well as all your partners, donors,
contractors, suppliers and beneficiaries

„

Interaction made easy with other business
applications
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Sage ERP X3,
a wide functional scope
Sage ERP X3 is a complete and integrated management suite, covering all your operational needs in terms of finance, grant
and contract management; fund raising and donor management; distribution, logistics, and human resources.
Sage ERP X3 is a true multi-legislation, multi-lingual and multi-currency solution and can be adapted to suit the specific
elements and legal requirements of each country. It also guarantees optimum management of mid-size and large
organization, on both a national and international scale.

DISTRIBUTION
Gifts-in-kind
Planning & forecasting
Carrier appointment & scheduling
Package & labelling
Delivery preparation & shipments
Traceability & activity control
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PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES
Multi-level structures
Multi-year life of projects
Work/cost breakdown structures
Contract deliverables & risks
Claims & disbursements
Contract compliance & tasks

„
„
„
„
„
„

FINANCE
„ Budgeting
„ Asset accounting
„ NICRA allocations
„ Accounts payable & receivable
„ Awards & sub-awards
„ Obligations & encumbrances
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PURCHASING
„ Procurement planning
„ Demand planning and forecasting
„ Contract procurement
„ Multi-level approval processing
„ Order expediting
„ Non-stock and service orders
„ Import tracking and landed cost
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HUMAN CAPITAL

DONORS & FUNDRAISING
„ Donor management
„ Pledges and commitments
„ Gifts-in-kind
„ Fundraising management
„ Segmentation & research
„ Direct marketing tools

HUMAN CAPITAL
Time sheets & FTE schedules
Expense reimbursements
Resource assignment
Integration with Mail and Diaries
Resource assignments

„
„
„
„
„
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Sage ERP X3,
fits your industry needs
Preserving your differentiation in the market while taking advantage of standard best practices is key for your non-profit to
remain competitive and grow. Your organization, processes and the unique way you manage your non-profit significantly
contribute to that difference. Therefore, opting for a new management system should help you take better advantage of your
unique strengths rather than standardize the way you're doing business.
We know that while mid-sized organizations often require customized business applications to support their specific
processes, (without investing in fastidious one-of-a-kind software developments), they also want to take advantage of the
best standard practices in their industry.
Therefore we designed Sage ERP X3 for Non-profits to provide your company with both best-in-class NGO management
features and in-depth process customization capabilities, while still providing the flexibility to easily further configure
avoiding heavy custom developments. The result is a configured NGO offerings, that fulfils the standard requirements and is
also easily adaptable to your organizations specific requirements.
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“Sage ERP X3 is the
leading solution for
managing beneficiary
grants and the
funding of sub grants
and programs.”

Sage ERP X3,
the answer to NGO challenges
Financial and Fund Accounting
Sage ERP X3 provides an end-to-end management tool capable of managing and consolidating financials across multilanguage, multi-legislation and multi currency regions including multi year inbound and outbound grants. Complex
allocations can be effected on the fly to ensure obligations and encumbrances are effectively managed and reported. Multiyear life-of-project planning, budgeting and reporting capability is incorporated.
„

Field Offices or Branches are grouped by Country; each is represented by a separate but integrated company in its
unique legislation

„

Funders, Grantors, Employees, and Consultants are created as Business Partners. A Statement can then be
produced of the Business Partner's account, reflecting all obligations as well as payments received

Sage ERP X3 configured for Not-for-Profits accommodates diverse sources of funding, meets highly specialized reporting
requirements and produces up-to-date records for the many funds that are managed.

Encumbrances and Budget Control
Fund accounting assists with budget control by providing information that enables managers to keep expenditures within
allocation and demonstrate compliance with funding sources. Encumbrances are used to reflect commitments in the
accounting system to prevent overspending. When the order/services are received and invoiced, the original encumbrance
entry is automatically cancelled and the expense and related cash payment is recorded.
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Contract Management
Sage ERP X3 manages contractual agreements such as “in-coming” and “out-going” agreements. This includes prime
contracts, cooperative agreements, subcontracts from prime contractors, funding agreements from donor agencies, bilateral and multi-lateral donor agreements, “procurement” instruments, “assistance” instruments and MOU that may not
have monetary implications.
©

The contract management facility is fully integrated with Microsoft Outlook and controlled by predefined workflows. With
version control it is designed to be used in the field with appropriate transparency for region, geography and head office.
The structure ensures that compliance and execution of contracts can be managed and reported from within the
organizational hierarchy by any individual, manager, a country manager, a global program or by a contract manager.

Indirect Costs and Cost Share
Sage ERP X3 manages and automatically charges indirect costs equitably across all of the business activities within the
organization in order to recover these operating costs from funded programs. Indirect cost are calculated by the system
including multi-level NICRA and unrecoverable determinations. Offices managing multiple projects can have common costs
equitably allocated and reports provided for audit purposes. Cost share tracking is made easier through analytical reporting.

Donor and Appeal Management
Gift-in-Kind Commitment and Gift-in-Kind Receipting screens are configured to capture transactions and the correct
underlying journals will post the transaction appropriately.
Pledges are logged in the system and once the donation is realized, it is receipted from the donor into the system. The source
activity is flagged and instead of crediting the business partner, a revenue account is automatically credited while the
detailed history is maintained at the donor level.
Donations can be accepted directly without lodging a pledge. A donor can be created on the fly in the event that the partner
doesn't already exists. Banking and reconciliation processes are automatically initiated in periodic batches. When capturing
the receipt it can be cross referenced to the appeal or marketing activity that initiated the donation.
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Projects and Programs
Sage ERP X3 includes functionality to plan the use of funds and report back to the donor agency on how these funds have been
utilized. Various contractual requirements are managed including award stipulations and values, availability and rules to
access the funds, broadly relating to reporting, measurement and inspections.
Organizational Planning is an activity based budgeting module for Sage ERP X3. Spanning multiple fiscal years it is a collective
representation of individual program plans and is an Activity Based Collaborative planning tool that has been configured for
Government and Not-for-Profit organizations.

Supply Chain
Reducing overhead, improving cycle times, increasing visibility, accountability and traceability creates a demonstrable
impact and a corresponding increase in funder confidence.
Sage ERP X3 covers the Supply Chain process from end to end, starting with management of RFQs, input and follow-up of
replies and integration into a contract supply base. This is followed by purchase requests, orders raised and delivery
monitoring, subcontract orders, buyer workloads and management by workflow right through to incoming goods reception
and verification of invoices.
Warehouse management ensures optimum coherence and real-time monitoring of inventory status data. Inventory control
is fully user-definable on each site with the application of the multi-site, multi-warehouse and multi-location functionality.
The inventory management module includes powerful quality control functions, providing for total traceability of inventory
quantities in real-time, both upstream and downstream, by material flow management and is also suited to the management
of medical supplies and pharmaceuticals. Using one global coherent system, you can manage financials, supply chain and
contracts concurrently.

“Contract governance
and compliance
visibility is achieved
using Contract
Management
facilities within Sage
ERP X3.”
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Sage ERP X3,
extends functional coverage and integration
Standard connectors are available for third party applications such as Net Stock and N-Village Monitoring and Evaluation
(M&E) systems to extend the value of Sage ERP X3 and provide end-to-end process management and a better collaborative
approach across all departments, divisions and projects.
The AccTech A3 is supported that dynamically builds a datawarehouse so that the choice of Business Intelligence (BI) tools and
applications need not be driven by the choice of ERP system. This datawarehouse provides connectivity to all mainstream BI
tools including MicroStrategy, Microsoft BI Tools and Office applications, Hyperion, Business Objects and Cognos.
Hub and spoke deployments are available where third party systems like QuickBooks and Sage 300 ERP can continue to be
used to capture transactions at field offices and other remote locations. This capability protects an investment that may have
already been made and reduces the complexity of rolling out a system to remote locations where these systems may already
be in use.
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Sage ERP X3,
helps you realize your vision
Because we know that behind achievement there is far more than best practice and cold rationality, we aim to live and
breathe your business, giving you an extraordinary experience that helps you realize your vision.
!

Operational: rich functionality supporting all areas of your business

!

Decision-orientated: timely reports, relevant KPIs 360° view across departments

!

Flexible: adaptable to you unique business processes, for now and for the future/for local and global operations,
operable over the Internet

!

Collaborative: easy to use, beyond core ERP users, connected to partners, open to web/mobile applications

!

Cost-Effective: affordable and fast to implement, simple to maintain and adapt with limited IT resources, proven ROI

Sage ERP X3,
made-to-measure management solutions
The world's third-largest publisher of management solutions, Sage simplifies and automates the management and business
processes of 6 million companies in more than 70 countries. With Sage, customers can build an information system that fits
their needs so that they can rise to today's and tomorrow's challenges.
Sage provides midsize and large organizations with integrated and modular management solutions, covering all company
operations and all types of projects: ERP, fund and financial management and accounting, distribution and logistics
management and customer relations management solutions.
The secret of Sage's success is its one-of-a-kind approach: local expertise to meet the specific requirements of each country
and a worldwide presence that enables us to support our customers regardless of the size of their project. Sage is supported
by a network of 28,000 dealers around the world to ensure quality and to keep its service local.
Sage owes its development to both organic and external growth, driven by profitability. With its acquisitions policy it has been
able to increase its range of added-value products and services and increase the number of countries it operates in: each
company it acquires is selected according to the capacity of its workforce and the degree to which its products to contribute to
Sage's expertise.
Sage services, support, advice and training to suit your needs. To help you optimize the use of your products, the experts at
Sage offer you support throughout the life of your project by providing Support, Consultation and Training sessions. As part of
your international development, Sage and its local experts will be with you in every step of the Sage ERP X3 deployment
process.
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Deployment Options
Sage ERP X3 for non-profits is offered in multiple deployment and pricing options, both on-premises solutions and cloudbased rental and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platforms. Whatever your preference, you have the flexibility to choose the
option that's right for you.

Standard or
Premium Edition

Sage ERP X3 Premium Edition is designed for local and/or international
businesses that want a strong integration with existing IS and to automate
the process or the specific job, in accordance with the relevant
international legal regulations and normative premises.
Sage ERP X3 Standard Edition is designed for local, independent
companies or group subsidiaries with limited IT resources, but which still
need an ERP system that is simple to implement, rapid to deploy and with
a broad functional scope.

Sage ERP X3 is available through a direct purchase where you
pay a once-off amount and an annual license fee each year. If
you require a more flexible approach or require your
investment to be funded from operating expenditure, Sage

Purchase
or Rent

ERP X3 may be rented for a simple and low monthly amount
per user.

With on-premises deployment, your ERP software is hosted at your
own location on your own servers or at a location of your choice. You
can work with AccTech to set up the necessary hardware and
software, using new systems or any available systems you already
own. Either AccTech or your in-house staff can then maintain and

On Premise
or Hosted

develop your solutions.
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Countries with local Sage ERP X3 Support
Countries where AccTech supports clients

To find out more about

Sage ERP X3
for NGO’s visit:

http://bit.ly/XTh8m6

1776 Eye Street
NW Suite 900
Washington DC 20006
Tel: +1 (202) 756-1587
Fax: +1 (202) 756-1301

1001 Clifton Avenue
Lyttelton Manor
Centurion, South Africa
Tel: +27 (0) 12-640-2600
Fax: 0866-838-922

e-mail: sales@acctech.biz
Web: www.acctech.biz
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